THE EVOLVING ROLE OF HR:
A STRATEGIC PARTNER TO
THE ORGANIZATION
The role that the Human Resources team plays
within today’s ever-evolving corporate landscape
is very different from a generation ago.
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The HR function traditionally supported transactional
business requirements to evaluate, hire, and train
talent coming into the business, and facilitated
the processes associated with each of these areas.
This could be likened to an “order taker” mentality,
where HR was given an “order” for a certain type
of talent—and would then go find it. Viewed as an
enforcer, the HR group would manage compliance to
process, without integration into the business. They
now need to become proactive in their approach to
support their internal customers.
In today’s competitive landscape, an evolved
approach to Human Resources is a competitive
advantage. The talent landscape is changing, and
generating the largest disruption business has ever
seen—putting talent in a position where they are
guaranteed to win. To adapt and to experience
growth and success, organizations must now count
on their HR teams to be the backbone that supports
their business strategy. Without the right talent
and supporting human capital infrastructure, the
execution of key strategic objectives, as well as
the ability to outpace the industry among their
competitive set, is non-existent.
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This shift from order taker to consultative business partner has been a slow but steady
change for Talent Acquisition teams. There is a clear request from the business to go
faster and provide the kind of consultative partnership that results in finding high quality
talent at the speed of business. To make this turn, Talent Acquisition needs to move from
“we’ve always done it that way” to breakthrough innovation around process, technology
and resources.
Melissa C. Thompson, Executive Director, Talent Acquisition

35%

of CEOs mentioned
HR as a significant
contributor to
business strategy

5%

of CEOs rated their
HR department as
excellent
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THE DISRUPTIVE
TALENT LANDSCAPE
IS FORCING CHANGE
How successful would your organization be if your talent market was
cut in half, since 50% is expected to be free agents by 2020?
It would be astoundingly more difficult to engage the talent that your internal partners are requesting you find.
The value of the talent that you bring into the organization has a direct correlation to your own brand as an HR
professional. This shift and disruption within the talent landscape is forcing HR to evaluate the ways in which
they operate and deliver value to their business.
On a global scale, 56% of the workforce is driven largely by their desire for freedom and flexibility. Gone are the
days of working for one employer for an entire career. Talent is now taking control and ownership of how they
work, when they work, what they work on, and if they want to engage with certain companies. This selectivity
and independence has forced HR to evaluate their talent engagement model and their talent attraction
campaigns, all in alignment with the organization’s business strategy.
As a starting point, organizations need to begin viewing all talent working on their behalf— traditional
employees and free agents—as key components of their talent supply chain. Such mindset changes can be
tough, as many traditional employers are not equipped to see beyond the paradigm in front of them. Human
Resources departments often have visibility only into their traditional employee ranks, while procurement
groups manage acquiring free agent talent as a separate endeavor.
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50%

of the workforce will
be free agents by 2020

90%

of organizations use free
agents to quickly scale
their workforce

“The perceptions of freelancing as a
career are becoming more positive.
More people are choosing to work
independently, primarily driven by
freedom and flexibility. There is a huge
opportunity to connect businesses
with talent. If you’re expanding into
new markets or building new
products, flexible talent enables you
to be more agile and move faster.”
Eric Gilpin, Senior Vice President of Enterprise Sales, Upwork

56%

of the workforce is driven
largely by the desire for
freedom and flexibility

100%

of the workforce want more
control and ownership over
how they integrate work
with their personal lives and
passions

“We’re at the very beginning of a real
revolution of how work happens in
enterprises. These are folk that are
entrepreneurial and self-assured,
and they have bodies of work that
speak to their qualities.”
Rob Biederman, co-founder and CEO, Catalant
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HR AS A
STRATEGIC PARTNER
As the HR function continues to evolve, there are several areas where,
if focus is applied, the business will see results—and the role of HR will
elevate within the organization.
 ISION TO SEE THE BROADER
V
TALENT LANDSCAPE
To truly engage and nurture the best (free agents
or traditional employees), organizations need to
bridge the gap between what they are offering
and what their workforce wants. Those that can
credibly promise strong benefits, greater flexibility,
and rewarding career paths will gain a greater
competitive advantage by leveraging top talent
when and where they need it. HR can make
this happen.
 REATE YOUR TALENT STRATEGY BASED
C
ON DATA AND IN ALIGNMENT WITH YOUR
BUSINESS STRATEGY
HR needs to lead the way with data analytics.
Further than just compiling data, you need to have
a strong understanding of what the data is telling
you, and be able to provide insights that will drive
business strategy. Data is only as good as the
interpretation—without that, it is just superfluous
information.

CHAMPION INNOVATIVE TALENT SOLUTIONS
Be open to new ideas. Looking at HR just a few
years ago is a totally different picture than what
you see within successful organizations today.
Talent is ever-changing, business needs evolve,
and stagnating means extinction. The clearest path
to HR success is to keep changing, updating, and
moving. Never say, “because that is the way we
have always done it.”
COLLABORATIVE PARTNER TO THE BUSINESS
By working as an advocate for your internal
stakeholders, HR will be in a strong position to not
only acquire the best talent—in whatever way they
choose to work, by evaluating the broader talent
landscape—but also to retain the best talent you
have. When HR is aligned to proactively meet the
needs of the business and strategy, competitive
differentiation is created.
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A major technology organization had challenges locating and
attracting top technical sales talent as the skill requirements
were high, but supply was scarce. While Talent Acquisition
had been a tremendous partner to the business, growth
was hindered, as business needs and strategies demanded.
To remain ahead of the curve, the TA team partnered with the
business and an external third-party consulting firm specializing
in TA advisory services. Working together, they developed a
sourcing solution.
Vision to see the broader talent landscape - The organization
defined a proactive talent sourcing strategy to build pipelines
of talent who were identified, vetted, and positioned as top
candidates for future roles, as they became available. This
strategy was then executed by a sourcing team assembled by
the third party consultancy, and executed to deliver results.
Talent strategy based on data and in alignment with business
strategy - Deep internal and external research was conducted
to establish and validate talent availability, talent competitors,
‘fruitful pastures,’ competitive compensation analysis, feeding
ground companies, and backgrounds from which to source
talent.
Champion innovative talent solutions - Consistent EVP
messaging was developed along with ‘keep warm’ or candidatenurturing strategies to keep top talent interested, but
expectations managed. In addition, these candidates were
able to have the time to determine whether the organization
was the right fit for them, evidenced by stronger velocity to
success, cultural adaptation, and tenure.
Collaborative partner to the business - TA required the full
engagement and partnership of the business units, business
leaders, and hiring managers along with the third party
consultant. By all being on the same page and focused on
results,trust was built, and once scarce talent had now
become readily available for engagement.
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WHY IT MATTERS
HR has earned an integral role in helping execute strategic human capital solutions, and ensuring transformational growth and
competitive capabilities within their organization. It is proven that when HR operates at an elevated level, and is considered a
strategic partner to the business, everyone benefits: The talent. The organization. The bottom line.

1.4x
revenue growth
and profitability1

92%

better at responding to
economic conditions2

1. Source: Strack, Rainer, Jean-Michel Caye, Carsten Von Der Linden, Horacio Quiros, and Pieter
Haen. From Capability to Profitability: Realizing the Value of People Management. Research Study.
Boston Consulting Group; World Federation of People Management Associations, 2012.
2. Source: Bersin, Josh. (2009, July 8). The Amazing Business Impact of Superior Talent Management [Blog post].
Retrieved from http://blog.bersin.com/the-amazing-business-impact-of-superior-talent-management/.
3. Bersin, Josh. (2009, July 8). The Amazing Business Impact of Superior Talent Management [Blog post].
Retrieved from http://blog.bersin.com/the-amazing-business-impact-of-superior-talent-management/.
4. Source: "Bersin by Deloitte: Diversity and Inclusion Top the List of Talent Practices Linked to
Stronger Financial Outcomes." Bersin by Deloitte. Deloitte Consulting LLP, 12 Nov. 2015. Web.

144% 2.3x
better at planning for
future talent needs3

higher cash flows4
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Melissa C. Thompson
Melissa Thompson is a strategic and collaborative
senior executive with more than 25 years'
experience in Global Human Resources and
Talent Acquisition. Melissa previously led Talent
Acquisition at Citrix based in the Raleigh, NC
office. During her career she has held recruiting leadership roles at
Dell, Siebel, and Lenovo. She is a results-oriented, strategic Talent
Acquisition leader with expertise in designing and executing
cutting-edge recruitment programs.
Melissa has held progressively broader recruiting roles in the technology
space over the past 15 years. Prior to Citrix, Melissa led the Americas
Talent Acquisition for Lenovo. During her tenure, Melissa developed
a flexible staffing model using collaboration and alignment skills, and
transformed the global organization onto one seamless Applicant
Tracking System.

Tom Kaminsky
Tom Kaminsky is VP and Global Practice
Lead of Advisory Services—part of KellyOCG,
which includes The Ayers Group. As an
accomplished, entrepreneurial, human
capital executive, Tom is focused on helping
organizations design transformational talent strategies. With
more than 25 years of human capital industry experience, he
oversees strategic planning, market strategy, and integrated
consulting advisory services for the practice, designing large-scale
human capital programs, processes, and services in response to
organizational change and business requirements.
As a part of Advisory Services, Tom and The Ayers Group work
with clients to enhance their ability to remain competitive in today's
challenging business environment. The Ayers Group has helped
companies adapt to change through guidance on various issues
pertaining to human resources and organizational development
since 1975.
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